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Abstract—The creation of high quality panoramic videos for immersive VR content is commonly done using a rig with multiple cameras covering the required scene. Unfortunately, this setup introduces both spatial and temporal artifacts due to the difference in optical centers as well as the imperfect synchronization between them. Therefore, designing quality metrics to assess those videos is becoming increasingly important. Using traditional image quality metrics is not directly applicable due to the lack of a reference image. In addition, such metrics do not capture the geometric nature of such deformations. In this paper, we present a quality metric for panoramic video frames which works by computing pair-wise quality maps prior to blending and fusing them to obtain a global map of potential errors. Our metric is based on an existing one designed for novel view synthesized image, which is a similar problem to image stitching. Results show that applying this quality metric offers a practical way to assess panoramic video frames which do not have a reference. It also consolidates the similarity of the artifacts produced from novel view synthesis algorithms and those produced in the process of image and video stitching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Panoramic videos have become an important tool for providing immersion in virtual reality (VR) environments. The richness of 360° panoramic videos makes it possible to capture scenes where the user can experience presence by looking through a head-mounted display. However, this realism can immediately be broken if the user spots any visual artifact. One of the most disturbing visual error phenomena falls into the category of parallax errors which appear in the form of discontinuities, deformations or ghosting, as seen in figure I. This kind of distortion is nearly unavoidable in panoramic videos which are usually created using a panoramic rig with multiple cameras each covering a large field of view with a certain overlap with one or more other cameras. Traditional image quality metrics are not well suited for this problem due to the lack of a reference image. In addition, such metrics do not capture the geometric nature of such deformations. Establishing a usable quality measure to quantify these defects is fundamental for evaluating and comparing various stitching algorithms.

To overcome these limitations, we suggest to use a quality metric originally designed for novel view synthesized images [1]. The similarity between both domains, which fall into the category of IBR (Image-Based Rendering), makes them suffer similar artifacts. We propose a solution to the lack of a reference image by calculating the metric between overlapping regions of pair-wise matches in the original views prior to blending. We then construct a global map for the whole panorama to which we apply a weighting mask that accentuates the errors appearing around the boundary of two given views. Results show that this approach successfully spots potential errors giving more importance to the ones that are more visible according to the human visual system (HVS).

II. RELATED WORK

In the previous section, we talked briefly about why traditional quality metrics are not well suited for panoramic image quality. The fact that there are multiple source images to a single panoramic output with no ground truth to compare makes it difficult to establish a full reference quality metric. In addition, the processing of the input images includes various geometric transformations causing not only photo-metric distortions but more importantly structural ones. Little work has been been published on panoramic images assessment. Recently, Yang et al [2] describe a method which assesses panoramic image quality based on the variation of flow field between two given scenes weighted by a salience map in addition to a structure histogram. The method seems effective, however it depends on the per-pixel motion field which might be erroneous itself. It also depends on a certain camera setup to obtain a ground truth image. Others have focused on the user experience such as in [3] who provided a subjective quality experiment. The drawback is that subjective study is usually expensive and not always reliable.

In [4], the authors present an objective measurement based on the Peak signal-to-noise ratio PSNR metric and salience maps to assess areas that catch user attention in a virtual reality environment. In this paper we present our investigation of the use of view synthesis quality assessment (VSQA) [1], a metric that was originally designed for assessing novel synthesis using processes such as panorama stitching. According to the authors,
the human vision system (HVS) is mostly sensitive to local image variations in texture, gradient orientation diversity and high contrast areas. Therefore, they extend the well-established image metric structural similarity image index (SSIM) [5] with three visibility weighting maps, that increase or decrease the distortion value depending on its visual saliency. Further details of our implementation are provided in the next section.

## III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Our approach is to provide a quality evaluation for the panorama before the actual blending takes place. Performing error calculation prior to blending provide three advantages: first, although blending strives to remove some artifacts, it is a blind method that can introduce new artifacts by removing parts of objects or mistakenly erasing something that is not actually an error. Second, once images have been blended into the final panorama, it is very difficult to recover the original images, which are as the name of the method implies, blended and mixed together in the overlapping areas, therefore post-processing to correct defects will also be difficult. Finally, to detect misalignment and discontinuities, it is essential to compare the structural dissimilarities between intersecting views, which is only available prior to blending. As explained in the previous sections, we use the VSQA quality metric [1] calculated as in 1, which was designed for novel view synthesis to calculate our error map.

\[
VSQA(i, j) = \text{dist}(i, j).|W_i|^δ.|W_o|^ε.|W_e|^κ. \tag{1}
\]

where \( \text{dist} \) is the chosen metric, in this case SSIM [5], calculated between a reference view and a synthesized view. This metric is weighted by 3 maps, each representing a type of local feature to which the human eye is most sensitive. Details are found in [1].

Our pipeline to produce the global error map proceeds as follows:

Consider \( N \) views at a time \( t \), after calculating pairwise matches \( P_n(i, j) \), for each pair \( I_i \) and \( I_j \), we calculate the region of overlap \( I_i \cap I_j \) and we compute VSQA metric between the region of interest in each view \( \delta I_i \) and \( \delta I_j \). We finally calculate the equation 2 to generate a global map for the whole panorama by taking the maximum contributing pixel in all overlapping views as shown in figure 2.

\[
VSQA_{global}(i, j) = \max_{i,j} VSQA_{i,j}(\delta I_i, \delta I_j). \tag{2}
\]

Where \( i, j \) represent pixel location.

In order to properly assess video frames that are produced by algorithms such as that of Perazzi et al. [6], we don’t compare the two views directly. Instead, we calculate the motion field from one view to the other, we then do a back-ward warp from the source view to the target and we calculate our metric according to equation 3. We do this to represent parallax compensation as presented in [6].

\[
VSQA_{global}(i, j) = \max_{i,j} VSQA_{i,j}(\delta I_i, \text{warp}(\delta I_j)). \tag{3}
\]

All of the calculations above take place before blending the different views together. As mentioned earlier, the blending step aims mainly to remove as many of these errors as possible, though it does not succeed in all the cases. The multi-band blend described in [7] usually uses a Voronoi mask that chooses the blending line regardless of the image content. Therefore, the pixels on and around this boundary line usually have the most visible defects and they tend to disappear the farther we move far away from it. Based on this fact, we propose to create a weighting mask around this blending edge, which will give more weight to the pixels that fall onto and around this line and decreases gradually the more we go farther away. Within the same iterations over pair-wise matches as described in the previous sub-section, for a pair of views \( I_i \) and \( I_j \), we calculate the Voronoi seam cut which produces a mask for each view \( M_i \) and \( M_j \) that determine the cutting line between both views. We are also interested only in the region of intersection between the two images, so we use the sub-masks \( \delta M_i \) and \( \delta M_j \). In order to create the desired mask, we calculate a distance transform from that line for each of the latter sub-masks, we then calculate a common mask that will be applied to the resulting VSQA as the OR between \( \delta M_i \) and \( \delta M_j \) and we get a mask \( M_{blend} \) that we normalize afterwards. We multiply this mask to our VSQA computed at each step in order to enforce errors at the region where the transition between images takes place and attenuate errors farther away from this boundary as described in equation 4. We call this measure MVSQA.

\[
MVSQA = M_{blend} \cdot VSQA. \tag{4}
\]

We generate the global MVSQA with the same process used to calculate the composite VSQA as described previously.

## IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test our method, we used the dataset Opera, a video sequence taken by a 5 GoPro camera-rig, provided by Perazzi [6] for their work on panoramic videos. We apply equation 3 to represent stitching methods incorporating parallax compensation. We also took our own panoramic video using a 3-camera rig designed by [9] formed of 3 Panasonic GH2 cameras with 20mm lens each. Video frames were generated using the open source software Hugin [8] for panorama creation, with graph-cut multi-band blending, for which we used equation 2. The results shown in 3 show a promising prediction for zones of potential errors not
Fig. 3. The top row shows a panoramic scene of snow created by Hugin [8] and an opera building scene created by the method in [6]. The second row shows the results as applied in equation 2 for the left panorama and 3 for the right. Finally the last row is the results of applying equation 4 and thresholding it for better visibility.

only spatially but across the whole sequence. Repeating the process for some key-frames in the video, can show which errors persist and which appear sporadically. It can also be noticed that the error seems concentrated in the right middle part of the panorama in the dataset Opera which contains four out of the five views overlapping. The suggested mask permitted to focus on errors around the blend mask and therefore reducing the number of false positives.

In order to obtain a metric index out of our distortion map, we calculated a score according to [1], which consists in counting the number of remaining erroneous pixels after applying a threshold. We used the same method of spatial pooling to compare our results with basic SSIM. Table I shows the resulting scores in percent of remaining pixels for VSQA and MVSQA described in equations 2 and 4 as well as basic SSIM [5]. The measures were applied to 3 chosen frames where we could see clear parallax errors. Figure 4 shows examples of parallax errors that appeared after stitching and their corresponding maps VSQA, MVSQA and SSIM.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a metric for panoramic video quality assessment integrated within the stitching process. Our experiments show it can be beneficial to compare images before blending them all together, as it can show potential artifacts locations. The application of the described blend mask filters the errors further, which accentuates those who can persist after blending. We continue to work on this approach in the goal of adding a temporal factor that will help to assess a video globally using motion estimation. Final panorama should also be taken into account in the calculations. We will be conducting a user study to obtain subjective quality measurements that can help us validate our method as well as comparing it to other approaches.
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